The RigCams Network™ is a rapidly deployed wireless camera network. This turnkey solution will greatly increase the safety and productivity of your oil & gas rigs. Fast.

The RigCams Network™ is a complete hazardous area Class 1 Div 2 and weatherproof solution. Four fixed cameras are included to be installed facing the Top Drive, Racking Board, Drill Floor, and Shakers. Two safe area remote viewing stations are included for the Driller and Tool Pusher.

Features
- 4 Extreme Weather HD Day & Night Cameras
- Permanent Non-Destructive Mounts (no drilling/no welding)
- Single Junction Box with Wireless Antenna
- 15” Display for Driller (Rugged)
- 21.5” Display for Tool Pusher
- -40º to 75°C / -40º to 167°F Operating Temperatures

Our cameras are rated for Hazardous Locations: UL/cUL Class I Div 2 Groups A/B/C/D and ATEX Zone 2 Ex.

Our cameras are rugged & reliable in a wide temperature range, and have superb HD video quality.

Our cameras are protected inside this IP68-Rated enclosure. The housing is constructed of die cast aluminum alloy. It’s strong, rigid, corrosion resistant, and offers significant heat dissipating advantages. Aluminum die castings are lightweight, yet withstand the highest operating temperatures of all the die cast alloys.
Here we installed sun-shields to provide shade for sunny locations, such as Kenya.

Our network equipment is State-of-the-art and each component is rated for Hazardous Locations: UL/cUL Class I Div 2 Groups A/B/C/D and ATEX Zone 2 Ex.

Our high quality components can be located anywhere on the rig. This allows for easy break-down for rig moves.

A good example location is attached to the guard rails next to the Drillers Cabin.

The Safe Area 15” Rugged View Station for the Driller has a Resistive Touchscreen, an IP66 Front Bezel, and a Robust Metal Housing. The monitor has both panel and VESA mounts.

A sturdy Ram Mounts solution is provided to keep the installation quick and easy.
The durable View Station for the Tool Pusher uses a convenient, space-saving design and the touchscreen allows for little space to be needed. Mount on the wall for optimal space saving.

Our custom made stainless steel handle for the magnetic antenna mount makes for an easy installation and removal.

The high power of our outdoor, IP65 rated, Wireless Bridge makes streaming video a breeze.

Our offshore Wireless bridge option is more rugged with IP68-rated metal housing and also rocks some serious power!
One Nature LLC serves onshore and offshore platforms in the oilfields throughout the world.

One Nature LLC specializes in easy to install solutions for your production rigs. One Nature LLC is an IT Solutions Manufacturer, Consultancy, and Value-Added Reseller. We are a Houston based, Veteran-Owned Small Business.

Call us at (832)779-1779 or email info@OneNature.US.

CED is continually adding new product lines to meet the ever-changing needs of its contractor, industrial and commercial customers.

CED provides the products you need.

Call us at (281)873-4233 or visit us at www.CEDHouston.com.

See our website at www.OneNature.US

And check out our Case Study of a custom designed camera for offshore rig cranes.